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Bosch GKT13-225 Track Saw with Plunge Action Delivers Extreme
Accuracy for End-to-End Cuts and Plunge Cuts
Bosch’s track saw’s adjustable track guidance mechanism offers exact settings for the perfect cuts with table-
saw quality

Mt. Prospect, Ill., Feb. 28, 2019 –  An easy-to-transport tool that’s ideal for making table saw-quality cuts on
sheet goods like laminated particle board and plywood is highly prized on every jobsite for cutting precision.
The Bosch GKT13-225 Track Saw delivers on that need with precision and power, including an adjustable track
guidance mechanism that aides cutting angle, cut depth, and plunge and finish angle cutting. The track saw can
be combined with optional Bosch tracks (sold separately) to deliver straight fast, finish cuts.

The saw features a single pivot point for bevel cuts from -1° (for slight undercuts) to +47°, so a user employing
the track doesn’t need to position the saw differently for bevel or non-bevel cuts. The track saw’s plunge
mechanism ensures plunge cuts with accurate depth of cut thanks to a that displays a scale with both inches
and metric increments.

Click to Tweet: .@BoschToolsNA Easy-to-transport Bosch GKT13-225 Track Saw makes table saw- quality
cuts to sheet goods like laminated particle board and plywood. #Bosch #Powertools

The optional Bosch track system (sold separately) is easy to use by simply aligning the track to the desired cut
line. This system is accurate and easy to work with. Bosch offers a full range of attachments to complement the
connectable tracks, which are sold separately.

The saw includes an efficient dust extraction design that helps deliver a clean work environment. Blade change
on the Bosch Track Saw is fast and easy.

“The Bosch Track Saw offers users a portable, accurate saw that addresses the need to precisely cut sheet
goods and other wood composite materials on the jobsite or in the shop,” said Jim Stevens, product manager,
Bosch Power Tools. “This saw is all about productivity, but it doesn’t decrease work output at the expense of
precision. The Bosch Track Saw meets both precision and efficiency requirements.”

Additional Features

The Bosch GKT13-225 Track Saw features a 13-amp motor that delivers plenty of capacity for clean cuts in
varied sizes of sheet goods. The track saw includes constant electronic help maintain speed under the load of
more-demanding applications. Overload protection safeguards the motor from overheating. The saw includes a
swiveling hose port and lock-off release mechanism.

At only 9.8 lbs., the Bosch Track Saw is the easy-to-transport alternative to having a table saw to a jobsite. The
saw comes with a large Bosch L-Boxx-4 carrying case for quick packing and protection of the investment.

To learn more about the Bosch GKT13-225 Track Saw with Plunge Action or to find a local dealer, visit
www.boschtools.com or call 877-BOSCH-99. Check out www.bethepro.com for additional tips and videos.

Bosch GKT13-225L Track Saw with Plunge Action Fact Box

https://www.boschtools.com/us/en/boschtools-ocs/sds-plus-hammers-gbh18v-26-146290-p/
https://ctt.ac/cB9a6
http://www.boschtools.com/
http://www.bethepro.com/
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Like Bosch on
Facebook: facebook.com/boschtoolsNA
Follow Bosch on Twitter: twitter.com/boschtoolsNA   
Watch Bosch videos on YouTube: youtube.com/user/boschtoolsNA
Follow Bosch on Instagram: instagram.com/BoschToolsNA
Follow Bosch videos on LinkedIn: LinkedIn/boschtoolsNA

About Bosch

Having established a regional presence in 1906 in North America, the Bosch Group employs nearly 34,500
associates in more than 100 locations, as of December 31, 2017. According to preliminary figures, in 2017
Bosch generated consolidated sales of $13.7 billion in the U.S., Canada and Mexico. For more information, visit
twitter.com/boschusa, twitter.com/boschmexico and www.bosch.ca.

The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It employs roughly 400,500 associates
worldwide (as of December 31, 2017). According to preliminary figures, the company generated sales of 78
billion euros ($88 billion) in 2017. Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions,
Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. As a leading IoT company, Bosch
offers innovative solutions for smart homes, smart cities, connected mobility, and connected industry. It uses its
expertise in sensor technology, software, and services, as well as its own IoT cloud, to offer its customers
connected, cross-domain solutions from a single source. The Bosch Group’s strategic objective is to create
solutions for a connected life, and to improve quality of life worldwide with products and services that are
innovative and spark enthusiasm. In short, Bosch creates technology that is “Invented for life.” The Bosch
Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its roughly 450 subsidiaries and regional companies in some 60
countries. Including sales and service partners, Bosch’s global manufacturing, engineering, and sales network
covers nearly every country in the world. The basis for the company’s future growth is its innovative strength.
At 125 locations across the globe, Bosch employs 62,500 associates in research and development.

Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.iot.bosch.com, www.bosch-press.com,
www.twitter.com/BoschPresse.

Exchange rate: 1 EUR = $1.12968

Bosch in North America

In the U.S., Canada and Mexico, the Bosch Group manufactures and markets automotive original equipment and
aftermarket products, industrial drives and control technology, power tools, security and communication
systems, packaging technology, thermotechnology, household appliances, healthcare telemedicine and
software solutions. For more information, please visit www.boschusa.com, www.bosch.com.mx and
www.bosch.ca.www.boschusa.com.

About Robert Bosch Tool Corporation

Robert Bosch Tool Corporation, the Power Tools Division of North America, was formed in January 2003 when
Robert Bosch GmbH combined its North American diverse power tool and accessories businesses into one
organization. As a manufacturing pioneer with more than a century’s worth of experience, the Bosch name has
become synonymous with engineering excellence. Located throughout North America as part of the global
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power tools division, Bosch associates maintain a legacy of world-class design, manufacture and sale for power
tools, rotary and oscillating tools, accessories and measuring tools. For more information, call toll-free 877-
BOSCH-99 (877-267-2499) or visit www.boschtools.com.

# # #

For further information: Steve Wilcox, Brand Manager, Bosch Power Tools, 224.232.2417,
Steve.Wilcox@us.bosch.com -- OR -- Rachel Klein, Media Relations, 312.673.6047, Rachel.Klein@techimage.com
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